
Synergy’s Medical Bill Clinic

Synergy’s Medical Bill Clinic (MBC) is committed to ensuring that patients / payers don’t pay 
more than the reasonable amount simply because they cannot interpret their bills and defend 
their well settled legal rights. Our services are often available on a percentage of savings basis, 
with NO retainer, NO hourly fees and NO fee at all unless we obtain a satisfactory reduction. 
Medical billing policies, issues, and laws are complicated. Using Synergy to negotiate your bills or 
liens results in deeper discounts because our provider relationships, reputation and experience 
negotiating these issues across the country.

Don’t Ever Pay The Full Billed Charges For Hospital Care Again.

Medical billing policies and issues are complicated, often making negotiation of a reasonable 
bill difficult or impossible without the help of medical and legal professionals familiar with billing, 
coding, and the laws relevant to both. Providers often demand several hundred percent more 
than patients / payers are legally obligated to pay, but accept a reasonable amount as payment 
in full from more than 90% of their patient population. Be among that majority, call us for help 
resolving your medical bill. At MBC, we are committed to ensuring that patients / payers don’t 
pay more than the reasonable amount simply because they cannot interpret their bills and 
defend their well-settled legal rights.

Don’t ever pay the full billed charges 

for hospital care or providers! Less 

than 5% of the patient population 

pays full billed charges. Why should 

you be among them? Why should 

you pay three times more than the 

reasonable value? 

At Synergy’s Medical Bill Clinic, we 

are committed to ensuring that 

patients / payers don’t pay more 

than the reasonable value of care.



Our Services

MBC will locate non-compensable errors, double-charges and other overcharges hidden in 
your confusing, coded medical bill. MBC will request and analyze the documents necessary to 
successfully negotiate your bill. No one pays full billed charges and you shouldn’t either. Call us 
today and we’ll fight for your right to a reasonable medical bill. The providers have collection 
lawyers working against you. It’s time to level the playing field.

There are three primary ways for  
Synergy’s Medical Bill Clinic to Assist

HOSPITAL LIEN RESOLUTION

Using unique analysis techniques regarding reasonableness of charges and a team medical 
doctors, nurses, hospital coders and auditors, Synergy can drastically reduce the amount of a 
hospital lien. Services are provided on a percentage of savings basis with the client never owing 
a fee unless there is a reduction. 

REASONABLE VALUE REPORT

We offer an opinion letter/report on the reasonable value of hospital care on any hospital bill. 
In addition, providers and ambulatory surgical center bills can be analyzed as well. Simply submit 
a copy of the itemized bill to us and allow three to five business days for review, preparation 
and delivery of your Reasonableness Report/Opinion Letter. Reports are done on a flat fee 
or percentage of savings basis, at the option of the client. 

LITIGATION SUPPORT

Using our template documents, you can litigate the reasonableness of any medical bill by using 
these templates. Templates are provided on a flat fee basis. 

DEEPER DISCOUNTS THROUGH A DEPTH OF KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE.

Synergy has negotiated countless medical bills across the country and has deep experience 
regarding reasonableness of medical charges. MBC also accesses a team of medical professionals 
including medical doctors, nurses, hospital coders and forensic auditors who provide the data 
and forensic analysis needed to calculate the reasonable value of medical care. By utilizing 
this team of professionals, and tapping our experience, we will negotiate with providers until 
a reasonable release is agreed upon.

For all of your Medical Billing needs

Call us at (877) 242-0022  
or visit synergysettlements.com 

Allowing Trial Lawyers to Focus on What They Do Best.® 


